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Sting and Trudy , rich enough to do so , decided to buy a vineyard after trying a glass of red

wine . Being fans of Tuscny , they naturally gravitated twards the Chianti zone . As they tell the

story of how they happened upon the estate they immediately come across as fully paid up

members of the Hollywood liberal elite. Every piece of self deprication is a subtle backdoor

brag . They didn 't go into it with their eyes closed because Trudy knows so much about soil. It
was going to take them a long time to return it to its former glory , but they were up to the
challenge and willing to spare their time. They packed up their butler and their cook , and

relocated from Central Park West to Tuscany . Two against the world . 

Let 's get this out of the way . The wines

may be fantastic , but Sting has little or no

self awareness and apparently no sense of

humour . I had been warned by his handler

that he would want to talk about the
honey , and then sure enough , he

proceeded to bore the arse of some starry

eyed customers about his bloody honey

for the next 20 minutes . I was waiting for

a joke . Sting?.. . . .Honey?.. . .is this a pisstake?

Apparently it wasn 't .  

His team gave us a number of backstage

passes to his show in Melbourne for

customers that bought the most of his

wine - I didn 't make the cut despite

selling it but I didn 't need another honey

lecture anyway . To be fair , he has been

pretty good at promoting his products . He

has re-invented the story of Palagio as

many times as he has re-invented himself

musically , with the latest incarnation of

the fable inviting a lawsuit from the upset

Count that sold he and wife Trudy Styler

the property in 1997 . . .more about that

later . 



REBIRTH

STING SINGS TO
THE WINE
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Each cuvee is named after a Sting song , be it from his own catalogue or The Police 's . As he is

doing in the picture above with his long necked lute sitar , Sting will perform live in the cellar

to the maturing wine . Playing a few of his hits , and he will settle on the song that the wine
responds best to . Again it is unclear whether Sting is having a joke at our expense but he is on

record with this stuff . After the first couple of vintages he built a recording studio directly

above the cellar and he says that the vibrations form a sort of creative symbiosis between

wine and music . (Vibration is the number three no-no after heat and light in the correct

elevage/maturation of wine). Leave him at it I say , it 's turned out to be delicious .

If you are a fan of Sting , please excuse

some of the snarly tone of this piece , it 's

just a heady cocktail of Irish cynicism

mixed with some good old fashioned

begrudgery . The Il Palagio grounds were

in a complete state of disrepair . The vines ,

while formidable , were not near their

best . The garden was overgrown and the

house was falling down . When they

bought it in 1997 they immediately

formulated a plan to rejuvinate it . I don 't

think even they knew how successful they

would be . 

Reconditioning the house was pretty easy ,

the chequebook took care of that . The

grounds were doable with resource and

elbow grease . The vines though , were a

different matter . To their credit they hired

the right team and started a ground up

approach , nourishing the soil first and

restating its organic credentials . They

brought in one of the leading Italian wine

makers Paolo Caciorgna to deliver on all

of the promise and potential in the vines .

This was not an easy or quick road , and it

wasn 't until 2007 that they managed to

get the first vintage into barrel . 



RE-INVENTION

MR & MRS
TUSCANY
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Sting and Trudy have become something of a phenomenon in Tuscany . Beyond the highly

pointed wines and confounded critics , they have also made award winning honey and olive

oil , While they indeed have the means , this is not a simple vanity project , however it may have

started . Palagio is a true hub of bio-diversity and bio-dynamic food production , and the

couple are a very approachable presence in Tuscany . They have opened a pizzaria in the

estate and sell small volume Tucsan craft beers . They have started a not for profit to benefit

the hospitality industry (the Every Breath Foundation - eye roll). This 25 year journey has

yielded a lot for the region . The wines are delicious and still represent probably the best

celebrity wine on the market , delicious , well made and authentic Tuscan wine . 

Sting got stung recently (every red-top in

the UK had some variation of that theme)

after he invented a cock and bull story

about the count who sold him the estate

giving him a glass of Barolo (Italian wine

from the North) and saying it was from

the estate . After learning that this had

happened , the rejuvination of Il Palagio

turned into a revenge mission , to prove

they could make a great wine , Trudy does

not seem to have been willing to go all in

on this fib . 

The litigious Count who had apparently

preformed this dastardly switch and

swindled the poor multi millionaire rock

star out of his hard earned cash was upset

at this and after the threat of legal action ,

Sting offered a retraction  and half

hearted apology . The family have

criticised this non-apology and it is

unclear why he bothered to make up such

a bizarre lie . Perhaps the awards , glowing

critic reviews and outstanding sales were

not enough any more , or perhaps he just

incepted himself . Who knows? 



WHEN WE DANCE CHIANTI 2019
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A soft , silky Chianti with berry , chocolate and subtle cedar and sandalwood undertones that

follow through on the medium-bodied palate , which is and ever so soft and creamy-textured .

From bio-dynamically grown grapes . Delicious to drink . 91 POINTS, JAMES SUCKLING

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE 2019

Delicious Tuscan red with the hallmark dusty and leathery Sangiovese tannins , deep-kick of

juicy Merlot and the grip and heft from the Cabernet - this is the ultimate pasta wine . Best

they 've managed with this wine in 6 vintages . Apart from being delicious , the best thing about

this wine is the tantric-based innuendo you can get into the tasting notes . The finish on this

wine lasts longer than Sting on a Saturday night etc etc . STSWine

A NEW DAY ROSATO 2020

Pretty in pink with a fresh bouquet in hand . This elegant rosato is juicy and persistent , an

animating freshness , and a cheerful soul . Just a cornucopia of fruit ! : apple , pear , red berries ,

grapefruit , cantaloupe , even some pineapple and peach notes in there . Full MLF lends a broad

acidity . Beautifully farmed Sangiovese letting its hair down . VINO AL VINO



OTHER CELEBRITY WINES?
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Yes , there are loads , and as you 'd expect most are

absolutely horrendous . We start with the good . Sam Neill

the actor , (born in Northern Ireland !) make a really good

Pinot Noir in New Zealand called Two Paddocks . Like il

Palagio , he has been instrumental in the planting of

vineyards but more than that he has helped establish

the region and the Jurassic Park actor is a well known

and liked member of the industry . Brad Pitt and

Angelina Jolie 's Provence rose , Chateau Miraval is one

of the best in the region and like Palagio , they have a

crack wine making team . Incredibly , they announced

that Miraval was bigger than them and as a result it 's

well being has remained sacrosant amongst an ugly

divorce , it continues to thrive . Jay-Z 's Champagne label

is also phenomenal but the story is also so good we will

need to save that .

There are no end of celebs that are simply licensing their

name to the wine . In New Zealand an enterprising

producer of very ordinary Sauv Blanc and Pinot have

created a licensing bohemouth , starting off with Graham

Norton and moving on to Sarah Jessica Parker . Copying

the model , Kylie has her own full range of expressions

from the South of France , but it has about as much to do

with her as tee-totalling Donald Trump 's Virginian label ,

yes you guessed it ; Trump Winery . There are many ,

many , many labels where the celeb appears to have

more to do with it than simply licensing the name , but

are still light years away from the involvement of Sting

and Trudy or Sam and Brangelina above . The names that

turn up are surprising . Vince Neil from Motley Crue ,

Fergie from the Black Eyed peas and Madonna all have

labels . Bon Jovi has quite a good rose , amazingly named

Hampton Water. Mick Hucknall of Simply red bought a

vineyard in Southern Italy and called it 'Il Cantante '  (the

singer) but he has been trying to sell it for years , nobody

wants to be associated with Hucknall . Why would you?

Cameron Diaz sent twitter into a tail spin when she

released her wine last year and announced that it was

made in response to the fact that there was no

transparency in the wine industry and that she wanted

to make a clean wine . A pile on followed considering the

transparent wine didnt disclose several additions , or the

producer , or even the varieties used in it for that matter !

A clean wine full of goodness was just a slick marketing

idea but the wine is also shocking . And that is where we

finish : when you are tasting , taste with your taste buds ,

not your conscience or instagram feed , 


